
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis 1Problem Set 8, due: Friday, 11/18From Wakerly, Mendenhall, and Shea�er, Chapter 4: 105, 107, 108, 110, 115, 120, 122,Chapter 5: 3, 6, 9, 12.Additional ProblemA) Starting this week, we will move into Chapter 5 of the text, whih deals with jointdistributions of two (or more) random variables, onsidered together. We will need to makeinreasingly heavy use of material on multiple integrals from MATH 241 (MultivariableCalulus). As a \warm-up" for this, and to �ll in a proof for a fat we just stated in lass,in this problem, we will develop a proof of the formulaB(p; q) = �(p)�(q)�(p+ q)that we used in working with Beta-distributed random variables. (Thanks to ProfessorAnderson for suggesting this argument to derive the formula!!)The idea is similar to what we did in lass to derive the formulaZ 1�1 e�y2=2dy = p2�:We will take two one-variable integrals, multiply them, treat as a double integral, dooordinate transformations, and derive the desired result.The starting point will be the produt:(1) �(p)�(q) = Z 10 sp�1e�s ds � Z 10 tq�1e�t dt1) Show that the produt on the right side in (1) is the same as the double integralZ 10 Z 10 sp�1tq�1e�(s+t) dt ds = Z ZR sp�1tq�1e�(s+t) dA(where the region of integration R is the �rst quadrant in the (s; t)-plane).2) To work with this, note that we an transform the integral by introduing a newoordinate system de�ned by u = s+ t; s = s. This is a linear mapping from the (s; t)plane to the (u; s) plane de�ned by the matrix equation�us� = � 1 11 0�� st �1



The matrix has determinant of absolute value 1, hene de�nes an area-preservingmapping. The area element in the new oordinate system in this ase is just dA =ds du. Show that this hange of oordinates leads to a new equation(2) �(p)�(q) = Z ZS sp�1(u� s)q�1e�u dAwhere S is the image of R under the hange of oordinate mapping.3) Show that (2) an also be written as the following iterated integral:(3) �(p)�(q) = Z 10 Z u0 sp�1(u� s)q�1e�u ds du4) Now, we will do a seond hange of oordinates, letting � = s=u;u = u. This oordi-nate hange is not area-preserving. The area element transforms tods du = u d� du:Assuming this (we will disuss the general hange of variables theorem for multipleintegrals in lass if you have not seen it before), show that (3) beomes(4) �(p)�(q) = Z 10 Z 10 �p�1(1� �)q�1up+q�1e�u d� du(Pay areful attention to the limits of integration on the \inside" integral. Where dothey ome from?)5) Dedue the desired formula B(p; q) = �(p)�(q)�(p+ q)from (4). Very Cool!!!!
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